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Abstract
The ongoing aim behind the work described here is to investigate support for a data
centre type environment where an application can be implemented as a composition of
components, or workflow. For instance, an application might reuse established components. As is typical in data centre operation, hosting of an application is governed by a
Service Level Agreement (SLA) between provider and application owner. Such an SLA
describes levels of service and corresponding monetary charges paid to and or by the
provider. A wrapper has been built around an existing workflow engine (ActiveBpel)
to support investigation of such a facility. Previous work has illustrated how a range of
control loops can be implemented in this wrapper. The work described here focusses
on the implementation and evaluation in this wrapper architecture of a policy which
determines machine allocation and admission queue size for a collection of applications,
seeking to maximize provider profit, particularly during overload conditions.

1

Introduction

The underlying idea behind this work is of a repository where applications can be composed
and shared, for instance amongst a community of users. The idea of a “one-stop shop” for a
community lies behind the development of portals [12]. Similarly, a networking site such as [6]
employs semantic technologies to support sharing of composite applications, and hence their
re-use in new applications. In such systems, the emphasis is typically on supporting the user
in finding and constructing applications. It seems likely that experts implementing different
applications are to be found at widely distributed sites and potentially an application requires
a specialized operating environment, for instance the presence of a local dataset [1]. Thus,
it is often the case that a composite application patches together applications from widely
distributed sites [3]. Initially, this would be expected to be more common in a research
environment, where application development seems more likely to be serendipitous rather
than production environment.
In the presence of a large number of such applications, it is easy to see that usage of
resources at a global scale is likely to be sub-optimal. There is potentially a large volume

of communications between sites to coordinate the distributed applications. There is no
arbitration of resources between different users, who may naturally have different priorities.
A reasonable argument is that there is plenty of spare resource if their use can be enabled,
as demonstrated by several resource scavenging systems, e.g. [7]. Of course arbitration will
still ultimately be necessary, particularly if a user wishes better than “best effort” service.
There has been work on SLA based scheduling [13]. A local scheduler seeks to schedule
jobs as they arrive, or will arrive, according to SLA conditions. In a distributed setting, it is
possible to negotiate with multiple sites in order to fulfil a client SLA. The IANOS system [9]
uses knowledge of application characteristics, past executions, and currently available sites
to choose good resources for a new job. It may also be possible to re-negotiate during
execution, for instance in the event of a failure. A question which arises is whether the wide
area distribution and general once-off protocols are as well suited for jobs which are relatively
fine grain, may exhibit non-deterministic behaviour and may be often repeated as they are
for ad-hoc and very large scale jobs.
An alternative approach is more about centralization. In the commercial sector, organizations have typically assembled a number of key applications over many years, and have in
many cases sought to out-source some or all of these applications. The pattern of usage of
the applications within the organization is typically known, and a detailed SLA is sought,
giving guarantees for many attributes, and running for a period of time. In consequence, several companies have developed large data centres to host such applications for their clients.
Thus, work such as [5] demonstrates that multiple applications can be hosted dynamically
and securely. In early systems, there was relatively little focus on efficient management of
resources [4]. However, recent work, e.g. [11], has shown good scalability in terms of mapping
monolithic applications.
An obvious motivation for a more centralized approach to managing applications is that
the set of applications to be used over a significant period of time is well-defined. Indeed
those applications may be proprietary and very valuable to the owning company. Such a
relationship is less likely to exist amongst an arbitrary collection of researchers working in
different domains, but amongst a specific domain community; perhaps more likely. Sharing
of a common domain is the motivation for the portals and networking sites referred to
above. A facility which serves as a shared virtual resource, such as Sky Server [2] can be
seen as further support of application level centralization within a domain. Thus, while
the tools for composing and executing higher level applications often seem to be assuming
a widely distributed environment, it is the case that the shared interests which exist in
application communities give motivation for the more centralized approach which potentially
offers advantages in supporting finer granularity and non-determinism. Thus the aim behind
this work is to investigate an extension to an application data centre which supports the
sharing of both hardware and software resources. This vision is of a service-oriented data
centre which encapsulates both a collection of machine resources and a collection of services,
including composite services. New applications can be defined either as new services uploaded
into the repository, or as new compositions of existing applications. Usage is partitioned into
workloads, comprising requests against a set of applications by a group of users over a period
of time. Service level agreements are made for such workloads and govern the arbitration of
resources.

As described in [10], it is possible to exert control at a number of levels in such a system.
For instance, it is possible to vary the amount of computational resource given to each workload, or to vary the mapping between composite and component services. The earlier work
demonstrated simple examples of such controls. The aim here is to investigate a full-scale
policy for partitioning machine resource in the presence of overload. Specifically, section 2
describes a policy presented elsewhere [8] for controlling resource allocation between noncomposite web services. Section 3 describes how policy-based resource control is supported
in the wrapper based prototype introduced in [10] and describes a queueing model of the
prototype, before showing how that model can effectively be simplified to support use of
the chosen policy. Section 4 describes a set of experiments which exercise the controller and
section 5 concludes.

2

Measured Loads Policy

The example policy is an implementation of that defined in [8]. The policy controls machine allocation and input queue size in seeking to maximize the total expected profit for
the provider. Intuitively this means that when the system is over-loaded (i.e. utilization
greater than 100%) then policy favours more profitable workloads. Specifically, the policy
implementation assumes an SLA where the client pays charge for each request accepted
but receives refund for each accepted request which doesn’t meet the agreed response time
bound. The corresponding utility function has levels charge and charge − ref und. In the
earlier work, the values of charge and refund were both set to 1; here the values are still
equal within a workload, but are varied between workloads.
Specifically, a greedy algorithm is implemented which repeatedly selects that pair of subpools for which a single machine transfer would maximize gain in expected utility. At each
step, the algorithm chooses the size of each admission queue to optimize expected utility
for the corresponding sub-pool size. The algorithm stops at the iteration where the maximum gain achievable is less than a configurable threshold. The name of the policy is taken
from the name of the heuristic used to define the starting point for the greedy algorithm.
The offered load for each sub-pool, effectively the available parallelism, is computed as the
product of arrival rate and service time. These values are derived from measurements made
incrementally as described in Section 3. A corresponding weight is then constructed by multiplying the offered load by a metric statically derived from the utilities defined in the SLA
for each workload, and machines are allocated to sub-pools in proportion to these weights.
The greedy algorithm then seeks to improve on this initial allocation; specifically it may take
better account of charge differentials between workloads.
Derivation of the initial sub-pool allocations for the greedy algorithm is based on the
general result of Little and assumes only steady state over the interval of measurement.
Computation of the expected utility makes the more restrictive assumption of both arrivals
and service time being exponentially distributed. Treating the system queues as M/M/n/K
permits definition of an expression for the probability of a request, accepted into a size
K queue, exceeding a defined response time bound. Given the measured arrival rate, the
average flow of accepted requests is given by the queue balance equations. Incorporating
the utility function, an expression for the expected utility per unit time is then derived. For

a given sub-pool size n, this expected utility can then be minimized by iterating through
increasing values of queue size K; the utility either passes through a maximum at a finite
queue size or tends to a maximum at infinite queue size, see [8] for justification.
In application of the policy here, service time as referred to above in regard to the
Measured Loads heuristic applies to a composite service, which may comprise an arbitrary
collection of lower level invocations. These lower level invocations may themselves not exhibit
exponentially distributed service times. Thus, a policy which is based on the assumption of
exponential service times in this context can only be a heuristic. The question is whether
the heuristic policy can be useful in practice.

3
3.1

Adapting Concurrent Composite Services
Implementation

Figure 1 shows how an established ’basic’ workflow engine can be wrapped in “black-box”
fashion, to support policy driven adaptations at multiple levels. At deployment, a workindirect requests
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Figure 1: Adaptive Management of Composite Services
flow is modified by a Translator to add extra identification parameters to each component
invocation. It is the modified workflow definition that is deployed, but using the original service name. A common probe, which can support configurable class-based queueing
supports access to and control of requests in flow. Specifically, each user level request is intercepted by a probe P1 which implements workload based queueing and logging of events
and durations. The probe identifies the workload from user workflow ids, obtained from
the request, and queues the request locally. When a request is selected for execution, it
is forwarded to the basic workflow engine, where it is executed by the (modified) workflow
definition. Each component invocation from the deployed composite service is intercepted
by a Broker, which uses these identification parameters to associate that invocation with
the corresponding workload. The Broker manages a collection of machines, which can be

divided into sub-pools; in this case there is one sub-pool for each workload. Each sub-pool
has a current size, equal to the number of machines in it, and a target size, and an associated
queue of requests. The Broker arbitrates the movement of machines between sub-pools so
as to make actual sizes confirm to target sizes. If the new request maps to a leaf level service
the broker queues the request to wait for a machine to become free. Otherwise the request is
for a nested composite service and can be forwarded directly. The broker forwards requests
to a second probe P2 which logs events and durations at the component level, before directing them to the appropriate destination. The broker also manages the pool of services,
from which a required service is downloaded to a back-end machine when not found there.
Further details are available in [10].
Asynchronously with the normal request flow, the probes compute and forward statistics
to a controller which is responsible for determining the system parameters. The statistics
are aggregated over the collection interval, in order to allow computation at the controller of
short and long-term measures such as average input rates and response time amongst others.
A policy is made available to the controller as a separate module. At startup, the
controller loads the supplied policy and invokes it periodically in order to determine values
for admission queue size and sub-pool size. The controller passes the previous settings of
those parameters together with the latest measures in its invocation of the policy.

3.2

Modelling

Service invocations input to the broker are separated by workload and queued, to be handled
by a set of workers one for each machine in the sub-pool corresponding to that workload.
Composite service invocations input to the basic engine are queued and handled by a
pool of worker threads. The size of the worker pool and input queue can be configured,
but apply to all requests, so the basic engine can be modelled as a multi-server queue. As
described earlier, a probe can be configured to implement per workload queueing in addition
to its monitoring function. Thus, to implement resource allocation and admission control,
probe P1 is configured with bounded queueing, and a representation of the whole system
is shown in Figure 2(a). Probe P2 doesn’t appear in the model as it is configured without
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Figure 2: System models
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(b) Simplified model

queueing. Requests for leaf level services thus pass straight through P2. Requests for
composite components can be passed back to the basic engine; they need not be delayed in
either broker or P1. In this system, control is exerted via the three parameters, Ki , nQ,i, nM,i .
A simplification is to set the number of requests for each workload released from the input
probe equal to the number of machines allocated for that workload, i.e. to set nQ,i = nM,i .
The system can then be modelled as a single collection of multi-server queues, one queue per
workload, as shown in Figure 2(b).
There are then just two parameters for each workload: the size of the admission queue,
Ki ; and the size of the sub-pool of machines ni . The sub-pool size is copied to P1, so that
requests can be dequeued, and forwarded to the basic workflow engine, at a rate consistent
with the number of machines allocated. The policy is then required only to determine ni and
Ki for each workload i. Here, these values are generated by the policy described in Section 2.

4

Experiment

Three example composite services are shown in 3. The simplest of the examples TwoCallAnd
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Figure 3: Example composite services.
comprises two invocations, and only invokes the second calc() if the first invocation, choice(),
returns true. The second example SequentialLoop implements a sequence of invocations, the
length of which is determined by the result of the initial invocation to number(). The third
example FanOutFanIn invokes a set of operations in parallel and combines the results, the
number of invocations invoked being determined by the initial call to number(); The composite services invoke examples from a common set of leaf services Test, Calc and Number.
Each of the leaf services has a single operation, test(), calc() and number() respectively,
which is invoked in these experiments.
Though they are implemented as BPEL processes in the normal way, these composite
services are not realistic applications themselves. Instead they are intended to represent basic

structures that would be expected to appear often in real applications. As well as returning a
result that may be configured to follow a defined distribution (including constant), each leaf
service operation implements the effect of a configurable CPU-heavy load, whose duration
can itself be configured to follow a chosen distribution. In this way, a set of test workloads
can be created ranging from constant to highly variable. Indeed, the work described here
begins with a set of constant workloads, and then introduces a degree of variability.
The experiments are conducted in a Linux environment. The computational resource
pool comprises 20 2.8GHz machines in a cluster. The workload generators and adaptive
workflow engine are run on a separate 3GHHz machine.
Each workload comprises some number of requests against one of the three composite
services shown in Figure 3. A driver for each workload submits a defined number of requests
according to a Poisson process with a defined rate. Thus it is possible to configure a workload
to impose a desired load on the system, defined by the utilization of the machines in the
pool. For example, to impose an 80% load with three workloads over a 1500 second period,
each workload might issue 800 requests, if each has a service time of 10 seconds. The
corresponding rate is about 0.53 requests per second. However, when a Poisson process
actually runs for a certain number of steps and with a defined rate, the observed finishing
time will depend on the sequence of pseudo random numbers generated, and only be exactly
the planned value if that sequence is fixed. In practice then, while the driver can be set up
to generate an intended load on the back-end machines, the actual load imposed on those
machines depends on the particular pseudo random number sequence generated. Note that
even repeating the run with different seeds is not guaranteed to yield an average behaviour
exactly as planned. However, given the average service time for a request, an obviously
improved estimate of the total submitted load, aggregated for all workloads, is computed
from the measured elapsed time for the whole test.
L=

P

Ri × w̄i
Teval × M
i

Here Ri is the number of requests in workload i, w̄i is the average service time of a request in
workload i, Teval is the time elapsed from issue of first request to completion of last request,
and M is the number of machines in the whole pool. As described earlier, the duration of
each leaf service invocation is decided by a random sequence sampled at the start of the call.
Thus, the average duration for the invoking composite service is easily computed by dividing
the sum of all those leaf service durations by the total number of (client level) requests
accepted. The resulting value can be seen as indicating the load applied to the system; the
load actually experienced on the back-end machines will of course exceed this figure by the
various overheads, such as the cost of processing the XML request, and downloading the
relevant service where necessary. In all experiments here, resources start from cold, i.e. with
no application services downloaded. In the remainder of this section, the main result is the
variation of total utility, or profit, to the provider. First however, example runs are used to
illustrate the operation of the system under control of the Measured Loads policy.

4.1

Varying charge

The first experiment considers a set of constant and equal workloads. Specifically, the
service implementations are configured so that the overall workflow run-times are equal, and
constant at 10 seconds, as shown in Table 1.
Workload

Composite service

A
B
C

TwoCallAnd
SequentialLoop
FanOutFanIn

Leaf level operation
calc() choice() number()
8
2
3×3
1
4×2
2

Table 1: Service run-times.
The SLAs for the three workloads have equal shape; each is a single step, as in [8]. If the
request is either rejected or exceeds the response time bound for the workload, the payment to
the provider is 0. Otherwise a value charge is paid. The response time bound, at 30 seconds,
is three times the nominal response time. The values of charge for the three workloads are
varied in the experiments. Within an experiment, a case is typically characterized by a
distribution of charges between workloads. For instance, < 1, 2, 3 > denotes the case where
the charge associated with workload A is 1, that for B 2, and that for C 3.
By way of example and to illustrate various points, Figure 4 shows the measured individual response times for an example run in the first experiment, where the charges for the three
workloads are equal. The response times are measured directly by the client driver for the
corresponding workload. The experiment was set up to impose a load of 100% on the back50
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Figure 4: Response times, measured by client, for an example run imposing an average load
of 93% load.
end machines; each workload comprising 1000 requests with a rate of 2/3 per second starting
at the same point of a 1500 second interval. As described earlier however, a particular run of
the random (Poisson) process driving the request generation need not necessarily span the
same interval as a strictly constant rate process would. Thus, it is seen that the SequentialLoop workload finishes significantly later than the FanOutFanIn workload (in practice later
than 1500 seconds), which in turn finishes later than the TwoCallAnd workload, though the

1500

number of request generated in each of the three workloads is constant. The average load,
computed as described earlier, over the whole run is just over 93% rather than 100%. However, the short-term load experienced by the system is not constant over the duration of the
run, and is clearly higher on average while all three workloads are running. This short-term
variation explains why some requests exceed the response time bound, of 30, particularly in
the case of the TwoCallAnd workload. Likewise, when a short-term burst causes requests to
be delayed, the corresponding admission threshold is tightened so that requests are likely to
be rejected until the load drops again. In this example, the number of requests rejected is
204 out of 3000 and the number accepted and then failing to meet the response time bound
is 55. Of these failures, a number occur at startup, for instance in the first 100 seconds, 34
requests exceed their response time bounds and 54 are rejected, representing 21% of all the
failures in this case. This behaviour arises because the controller starts from cold and has to
wait a short while to receive any statistics on arrivals and then secondly allocates resources
conservatively until it has first service time measurements; at this stage its not generally
known what magnitude the service time might be. It is also recalled that the actual cost of
a service call includes overheads not accounted in the nominal cost, such as message parsing
and service download. Out of a maximum possible profit of 6000, the system achieves 5482,
which can be seen as representing an efficiency of about 91%.
Figure 5 demonstrates the arbitration of machine resources between the three workloads.
The figure shows the actual pool and queue size allocations for two runs. In the first case,
the charge value for the SLAs applying to the workloads < A, B, C > are equal, and each
equal to 2, i.e.< 2, 2, 2 >. In the second case, the charges are biased away from one workload,
being < 1, 2, 3 >. As described earlier, it is only in overload that biasing resources towards
more profitable workloads is an issue, and in this experiment, the planned load in each case
is 150%. The achieved load, is 142% in the first run with equal charge per workload, and
148% in the second case. The figure shows how both queue and machine sub-pool sizes are
biased towards the more profitable workloads over the course of the run.
In the very transient dips in pool allocation, it is possible to see the effect of the asynchronous allocation of machines, whereby the actual allocation follows the target allocation.
These dips are inevitable because at the time a target allocation is set, all machines are
likely to be busy, but the fact that the dips are short in the time scale shows that the actual
allocation is following the target allocation closely.
Figure 6 shows how the total profit varies with applied load in single runs for four different
charge cases. When the load is less than 100%, the controller does not need to differentiate
between the three workloads. Thus there should be no significant difference between the
three cost cases in this region; as is seen in the figure. The loss of performance in this region
can be attributed to the effects described earlier of startup and short-term peaks in load.
In cases where the charge distributions between workloads are unequal, the policy allocates resources so as to favour the more profitable workloads. The profit then continues to
increase as the load rises above 100%. At sufficiently high load of course the profit would
saturate when only requests for the most profitable workload are accepted, but that point
is not reached here. It is noted that the total profit achieved with charges set to either
< 4, 1, 1 > or < 1, 1, 4 > is almost the same. This is expected since the run-time costs of the
workloads are equivalent.
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biased, < 1, 2, 3 >, SLA charge distributions at about 142 and 148% load respectively.
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4.2

Tightening SLA bounds
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This experiment is similar to that of Section 4.1 except that the response time bound is
reduced from 30 to 25, and then 20 seconds. The results are shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7(a),
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Figure 7: Total utility for differing SLA costs, where the response time bound is reduced
from 30 to (a) 25 and (b) 20 seconds.
when the constraint is tightened to 25 seconds, the controller achieves lower performance
than that seen in Figure 6, but the general behaviour is similar. In Figure 7(b) where the
constraint is 20 seconds, the controller not only achieves lower profit overall, but also fails
to increase profit beyond 100% load where there is not a strong bias between the charges
for the workloads. This can be explained by the controller tending to lower the admission
queue threshold in order to shorten the average response time of accepted requests. It is
then harder for the controller to react to short-term load variations, as required particularly
when the charges for the three loads are equal.
To achieve very high profit as the response time bound is lowered requires the latencies in
the system to be low. An example of one such latency is the inter-service request between P1
and basic engine, or between broker and P2, which would disappear in a tightly coupled
architecture. In practice several of such latencies have been reduced by collapsing services,
but at fine enough granularity, there is likely to be a tendency towards additional latency in
the wrapper architecture. The argument of course is that the gain in modularity outweighs
the disadvantages in a prototype such as this.

4.3

Varying service times

This experiment is similar to that of Section 4.1 except that the response times of the leaf
level service invocations are no longer constant, but are instead varied in accordance with an
exponential distribution. The parameter of the distribution for each service invocation has
the value shown in Table 1. The average cost of the service invocations remains unchanged;
there is simply greater variability. Figure 8 shows how the total utility varies with total
average load in this case. In principle the variability introduced here keeps the behaviour of
the composite services within the assumptions of the model, since the sum of a number of
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Figure 8: Total utility for differing SLA costs. The process executions remain constant,
while the component services exhibit exponential service times.

exponential variables is itself an exponential variable. Comparing with Figure 6, the profit
is reduced by about 10% for the two runs with biased charges, but rather more significantly
where the workload charges are equal. In that case, the profit seems to have levelled off by
80% load. It seems plausible that the non-deterministic behaviour of services may make it
more difficult to get good estimates of the statistics regarding current behaviour than in the
earlier case where the behaviour is actually constant.

4.4

Varying composite service executions

This experiment is similar to the previous one except that the executions of the composite
service processes are no longer constant; they are instead varied dynamically. Two cases
are considered. In case (a), the numbers of invocations to calc() in SequentialLoop and
FanOutFanIn are varied in accordance with the result of the corresponding call to number().
The number() operation no longer returns a constant value, but instead takes a value from an
exponential distribution and rounds it to the nearest integer, returning this. The parameter
of the exponential distribution in each case is set to the value indicated in Table 1. In case (b),
the behaviour of TwoCallAnd is also varied; the likelihood of making the second invocation
being no longer 1, but now 0.5, and the average response of that second invocation is doubled
from 8 to 16 seconds. In each case, the average response time for each of the composite
services is kept constant, but the process executions become variable. Figure 9 shows how
the total utility varies with total average load. In case (a) the the overall shape of the results
is similar to earlier experiment, Section 4.1, but the policy here achieves about 10 to 15%
lower total utility. In case (b) where the execution of TwoCallAnd is also varied, the policy
is trying to maintain or improve the profit as the load is increased, but the overall behaviour
appears rather more complex. Only in the case where charge is biassed strongly to workload
C, FanOutFanIn, does the policy appear to be convincing. These results can be explained by
considering again that the sum of a number of exponnential variates is itself an exponential
variate. It is only in the variation of TwoCallAnd that a non-exponential and non-constant
variation is introduced, and it is when the behaviour of that varying TwoCallAnd is not
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Figure 9: Total utility for differing SLA costs. The process executions are varied (a) for
workloads B and C, (b) for all three workloads.

insignificant that the policy appears least successful.

4.5

Varying composite and leaf service executions

This time, both the composite service executions and the leaf level service times are varied, as
done separately in Section 4.3 and 4.4 case (b). As before the parameters of the distributions
are set so that the total average load remains the same. Figure 10 shows how the total
utility varies with total average load in this case. The result in this case appears less chaotic
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Figure 10: Total utility for differing SLA costs. The process executions vary as in Figure 9(b)
and the component services exhibit exponential service times.
than that of Figure 9, even though the magnitude of the process variations are similar. In
practice, the results seem closer to those of Figure 8, suggesting perhaps that the presence
of the component service level variation might be mitigating against the non-exponential
variation at process level.

5

Conclusion

Reuse of application code has long been encouraged from a software engineering perspective.
In the web services context alone, this is manifested by the development of languages for
manual composition and tools to support automatic or semi-automatic composition. However, it is often assumed that services which are composed will be widely distributed, and
accessed at those distributed sites. In practice, the popularity of portals, networking sites etc
suggest that a shared community interface is likely to prove popular, so the question arises
as to whether it is possible to avoid the overheads inherent in accessing widely distributed
resources. The resurgence of data centres in response to organizations wishing to out-source
their own IT management suggests an answer. While out-sourcing in such contexts is often
of ready established application suites, the needs of researchers are less statically defined.
The authors suggest that a service-oriented data centre, with support for application development through composition and reuse of alternate versions of existing applications offers a
powerful tool in support of researcher communities. It is in pursuit of this vision that this
work implements support for adapting composite applications. In this paper, the focus has
been on managing composite applications in a closed environment. It is anticipated that
ultimately a service-oriented data centre need not be entirely closed; for instance it might
need to buy in external resource for a time to meet a temporary need.
This paper has described an architecture where policy driven management of concurrent
composite services is based on wrapping an existing commercial grade workflow engine in
“black-box” fashion. The policy is driven by statistics computed from measurements made
incrementally by probes sited before and after the basic engine. A policy can arbitrate
resource allocation between workloads, workload based admission thresholds, and or the
mapping between service interface and implementation. The wrapper based implementation
necessarily introduces complexity in the system model; there are multiple layers of queueing.
However, measurements presented here have demonstrated that workloads can be controlled
effectively. Tighter integration with the workflow engine might bring benefits in terms of
performance, but the experience of being able to switch between different versions of the
basic engine mitigates against that. So it suggested that the architecture employed here is
well suited to the evaluation of control policies in what is a complex environment.
In this work, a policy for managing resource allocation and admission thresholds in
order to maximize provider profit in respect of response time SLAs is demonstrated. The
policy, which was presented elsewhere in application to leaf-level web services, is based on
a queueing model and assumes exponential arrivals and service times; here the policy is
applied to composite services. In principle, the performance characteristics at both leaf and
composite service level can be quite arbitrary. It then becomes important to ascertain how
the assumptions behind a policy hold up in the face of variation. This work has demonstrated
a start towards practical investigation of the effects of variation, and the example policy has
proved. In continuing work, it is planned to investigate different sorts of variation and
different sorts of workload as well as alternative policies. In due course, the non-intrusive
nature of the framework makes it realistic to seek to employ real application workloads.
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